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Amongst the various fields of application of GCxGC-TOFMS, the analysis of biological
samples for target or screening purposes represents quite a growing area of interest. Both
signal and peak capacity enhancement properties of the technique are challenged through
strategies ranging from, for example, low pg target analyses of selected persistent organic
pollutants (POPs) in human matrices [1] to characterization of variations in complex
metabolite fingerprint as a result of the progression of a disease [2].
The analysis of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) released from various biological sources
is also a challenging area of research. A few examples include the study of VOC mixtures
released from essential oils, tobacco products, decaying bodies, human breath, etc... For
each of those, the idea is obviously to gather more information from what can usually be
expected using classical GC-MS analyses. Although GCxGC-TOFMS can easily produce
better resolved chromatograms and complementary deconvoluted mass spectral signals,
the complexity of the generated data makes its proper use relatively complex.
First, the gain in 'what you can see' is potentially challenged by the fact that ‘what you now
see’ is potentially originating from levels where the surrounding environment of the target
samples plays an important role in the composition of the mixture. Generally, taking the
‘blank’ contribution into account is thus the first step to go over and renders peak alignments
and mass spectral comparison extremely important, even before real sample-to-sample
comparison. Statistical consideration of the individual-to-individual variation is also a major
challenge that precedes dedicated data mining and proper peak assignment in target
samples.
Ultimately, from this exhaustive data processing exercise, you can potentially contribute to
better characterize specific product markers, improve post mortem interval (PMI) estimation,
correlate the presence of certain VOCs with various diseases, etc… but such
comprehensive VOC analyses remain analytically challenging. Several illustrative examples
will be reviewed.
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